


OUR PRODUCTS

PASTA GRAVY BASEMILK PORTION MARIMBULA SYRUPS COMPOUND

CHOCOLATES

WHIPPING CREAM 

SWEETENED -1LTR
COOKING CREAMS -

1 LTR
PRE-MIXES PASTRY FILLINGS CHEESE



OUR PRODUCTS

ICE CREAM 

POWDER

SPICES & NUTSCONES

FLOW PASTE GLAZES

OTHER PRODUCTS

BUTTER

BREADER, SEASONINGS 

& MARINADES

FRUIT FILLINGS



MILK PORTION

Option Here

Its ambient storage. It can be used for hotels , catering purposes, 
office pantry, ship channel and quick service restaurant.

Packing: 480x10ml.

FRISCHLI
MILK PORTION
(10 ML)



PASTA

Option Here

Fusilli are a variety of pasta that are formed into corkscrew or 
helical shapes. The word fusilli presumably comes from fuso, as 
traditionally it is "spun" by pressing and rolling a small rod over the 
thin strips of pasta to wind them around it in a corkscrew shape.

Packing: 20x500 gm.

Linguine is a type of pasta similar to fettuccine but elliptical in 
section rather than flat. The name linguine means "little tongues" in 
Italian.

Packing: 20 x 500gm.

FUSILLI 
PASTA VIETRI 
(500GM)

LINGUINE
PASTA VIETRI 
(500GM)



PASTA

Option Here

Penne is a type of pasta with cylinder-shaped pieces, their ends cut 
at a bias . 

Packing : 20 x 500gm

Like other pasta, spaghetti is made of milled wheat and water and 
sometimes enriched with vitamins and minerals. Italian spaghetti is 
typically made from durum wheat semolina.

Packing :20 x500gm

PENNE 
PASTA VIETRI 
(500GM)

SPAGHETTI 
PASTA VIETRI 
(500GM)



PASTA

Option Here

Fettuccine is a type of pasta shaped like long, flat ribbons. Available 
in long strands or in curled nests. Fettuccine is similar to tagliatelle, 
which is also a ribbon-style pasta.

Packing: 20x500 gm.

Spaghetti alla chitarra, also known as maccheroni alla chitarra, is a 
variety of egg pasta typical of the Abruzzo region in Italy, with a 
square cross section about 2–3 mm thick.

Packing: 20x 500 gm.

FETUCCINE 
(500GM)

SPAGHETTI
ALLACHITARA
(500GM)



PASTA

Option Here

Made with whole grain durum wheat flour. This pasta is ideal for 
anyone seeking to increase their intake of fiber and whole grains 
without sacrificing taste.

Packing: 20x500 gm.

This is a type of pasta that is made with whole-wheat flour instead 
of the commonly used semolina, which is hard-wheat flour.

Packing: 20x 500 gm.

PENNE 
WHOLE WHEAT 
PASTA VIETRI 
(500GM)

SPAGHETTI WHOLE WHEAT 
PASTA VIETRI
(500GM)



PASTA

Option Here

Penne is an extruded type of pasta with cylinder-shaped pieces, 
their ends cut at a bias. Penne pasta is a short, tubed pasta often 
cut with angled ends.

Packing: 20x500 gm.

Fusilli is a spiral or corkscrew shaped pasta. This shape is 
traditionally formed by rolling strips of pasta over a rod to create 
the twisted shape.

Packing: 20x 500 gm.

PENNE 
AMORELLI 
(500GM)

FUSILLI
AMORELLI
(500GM)



PASTA

Option Here

Elbow macaroni is one of the most common tube pasta shapes 
with its short, semicircular shape. Elbow macaroni is typically used 
to in macaroni and cheese dishes, but is also a popular choice for 
pasta salads

Packing: 20x500 gm.

Spaghetti is a long, thin, solid, cylindrical noodle pasta. It is a staple 
food of traditional Italian pasta.

Packing: 20x 500 gm.

ELBOW 
AMORELLI 
(500GM)

SPAGHETTI
AMORELLI
(500GM)



GRAVY BASE

Option Here

Ingredients are chopped & cooked to perfection without human 
touch under supervision of expert chef.

Packing: 12x 1 kg

Tomato makhni gravy base is a blend of Cashew nuts, Fresh 
Tomatoes & other ingredients in the right ratio. Ingredients are 
chopped & cooked to perfection without human touch under 
supervision of expert chef.

Packing: 12x 1 kg

ONION TOMATO
SUNBAY
(1KG)

TOMATO MAKHNI
SUNBAY
(1KG)



GRAVY BASE

Option Here

Sunbay Yellow Gravy Base enables to have right colour, texture & 
consistency in kitchen.

Packing: 12x 1 kg

Ginger garlic paste is a crushed mixture of raw ginger and garlic 
cloves with out any preservatives. This compounded mixture is 
often used in Indian curries and vegetable dishes in many parts of 
India.

Packing: 5 kg

YELLOW GRAVY
SUNBAY
(1KG)

GINGER GARLIC
PASTE
(5KG)



BREADER

Option Here

Marinate the chicken with water, chicken and spicy marinade. 
Combine the Flour and regular breeder together for the breading 
mix. Roll the chicken the Flour mix .Dip in water Re-Roll the Chicken 
the breading mix and fry in the fryer.

Packing :20x500gm 

Marinades soften leaner meats that tend to be dry and make 
tougher cuts tastier. Marinating is an effective way to introduce extra 
moisture into meat that can get too dry when cooked

Packing : 10x1 kg

REGULAR BREADER
(500GM)

SPICY MARINADE
(1KG)



BREADER/SEASONINGS

Option Here

A Cajun Spice seasoning is a blend of peppers, garlic, spices, herbs 
and salt that brings a true cajun flavour to foods.

Packing is 20x500gm 

Peri Peri is made from crushed chilies, citrus peel, onion, 
garlic, salt and pepper, lemon juice, bay leaves, basil, oregano, 
paprika, pimiento, and tarragon.

Packing is 1x10kg

CAJUN SPRINKLER
(500GM)

PERI PERI
SEASONINGS
(1KG)



BREADER/SEASONINGS

Option Here

Chilli Garlic Sprinkler mix of ingredients to sprinkle on top of any 
dish, salad, soup, snack to give add chilli garlic note.

Packing :10X1 kg

Chipotle powder is a mildly spicy chili powder made from chipotle 
peppers, which are smoked and dried jalapeno peppers. It is perfect 
for adding smokiness and flavor to many dishes.

Packing :10X1 kg

CHILLI GARLIC
(1KG)

CHIPOTLE 
SEASONINGS
(1KG)



BREADER/SEASONINGS

Option Here

Combine coriander, cumin, garlic powder, ginger, cloves, mace, 
fenugreek, cinnamon, black pepper, cardamom, and nutmeg 
together in a bowl.

Packing  :10X1 kg

Container for sprinkling grated cheese directly onto dishes. 
Featuring a patented system inside to prevent the formation of 
lumps. 

Packing : 10X1 kg

TANDOORI TIKKA
(1KG)

CHEESE 
SPRINKLER
(1KG)



BREADER/SEASONINGS

Option Here

It’s a mix of Mango and Jalapeno that can be added to mayonnaise 
or ketchup and served as a delicious accompaniment with snacks. 
This mix can also be used for making sandwich filings.

Packing - 10X1 kg

Honey Mustard Powder has a sweet honey mustard flavor. Try using 
this vibrant yellow powder as a rub for chicken, to flavor snack 
foods like peanuts or to make a dressing for salads.

Packing - 10X1 kg

MANGO & JALAPENO
(1KG)

HONEY MUSTARD
(1KG)



SPICES & NUTS

Option Here

Packing : 1kg

Packing : 1kg

TURMERIC/CHILLI
POWDER
(1KG)

BLACK PEPPER 
/CORIANDER POWDER
(1KG)



OTHER PRODUCTS

Option Here

Canned tomatoes are tomatoes that have been picked when ripe 
and sealed in a can using heat. 

Packing : 6XA10

Heinz Mayonnaise has been crafted to be deliciously thick and 
creamy. Ingredients, are  eggs, lemon juice, and carefully selected 
oil & vinegar.

Packing  :4x3.8 ltr

PEELED TOMATO

MAYONNAISE
HEINZ
(3.8LTR)



OTHER PRODUCTS

Option Here

Tabasco is an American brand of hot sauce ,made 
from tabasco peppers  vinegar, and salt.

Packing : 72X60ml

Sriracha is made from sun ripen chilies which are ground into a 
smooth paste along with garlic and packaged in a convenient 
squeeze bottle. It is excellent in soups, sauces, pastas,etc.

Packing : 12X17 oz/12x28 oz

TABASCO SAUCE
(60ML)

SRIRACHA HOT 
CHILLI SAUCE
(17OZ/28OZ)



OTHER PRODUCTS

Option Here

Tomato ketchup is a sweet and tangy condiment made 
from tomatoes, sugar, and vinegar, with seasonings and spices.

Packing : 12X300 gm

Packing : 1000X9 gm

TOMATO KETCHUP
GALLON HEINZ
(300GM)

TOMATO KETCHUP
SACHET HEINZ
(1000X9 GM)



OTHER PRODUCTS

Option Here

Quinoa is a grain crop that is grown for its edible seeds.

Packing : 1kg

Packing :2gm ,4gm

QUINOA
RED ,WHITE
(1KG)

SAFFRON
(2GM,4GM)



BUTTER

Option Here

President butter is made in Normandy,  from the finest cream which 
helps give it a distinctive smooth texture and straw yellow color.

Packing : 20x400kg

West gold unsalted butter is made from fresh cream . It is a versatile 
product that works in most baking and cooking applications, 
especially desserts.

Packing : 25kg

PRESIDENT BUTTER
(400GM)

WESTGOLD BUTTER
(25KG)



CHEESE

Option Here

Shredded cheese is generally used as an ingredient. It is mixed in 
with other ingredients or used as a topping for foods such as salads, 
sandwiches, soup, pizza, etc.

Packing :6x2kg

Parmesan cheese has a hard, gritty texture and is fruity and nutty in 
taste. Grana Padano is a hard and fine-grained cheese from  cow's 
milk. Grana Padano is cylindrical and has a thick smooth rind with a 
dark to natural golden-yellow color

SHREDDED 
MOZARELLA
(2KG)

PARMESAN 
CHEESE/GRANAPADANO



PUFF PASTRY SHEET

Option Here

Puff pastry is a light, buttery, dough used in both sweet and 
savory dishes, from appetizers to main courses to desserts. It 
contains only three ingredients flour, butter, and salt yet it rises to a 
great height with no added leavening agent.

Packing: 10x1kg.

PUFF PASTRY 
SHEET
(1 KG)



WHIPPING CREAM/COOKING CREAM

Option Here

Pritchitts Cooking is a low fat (15%) cream a that has been 
developed specifically for cooking. In addition, it contains no 
hydrogenated oils. Pritchitts Cooking is a blend of cream, buttermilk 
and vegetable oil.

Packing :12X1 ltr

Millac gold whipping cream made from a blend of vegetable fat, 
cream and buttermilk for whipping and cooking. Millac Gold whips 
up to three times its original volume, which is 50% more than dairy 
creams, and has a longer storage life. 

Packing: 12X1 ltr

COOKING CREAM
(1LTR)

MILLAC GOLD
(1LTR)



WHIPPING CREAM/COOKING CREAM

Option Here

Master Gourmet is a cream that perfectly replaces dairy cream. It 
has a very good stability and durability after breaking without 
deforming.

Packing :12X1 ltr

AL SAFI CREAM
(1LTR)

MASTER GOURMET
(1LTR)

Al Safi multipurpose cream consistently performs for 
both hot kitchen and pastry cooking. Containing 100 
percent cows cream with a high fat content.

Packing :12x1 ltr



WHIPPING CREAM SWEETENED

Option Here

Lactofil is a sweetened whip topping with a delicious taste. When 
whipped it makes an ideal filing topping for all types of cakes and 
pastries. Lactofil is versatile in use and light eating quality cream.

Packing : 12X1 ltr

LACTOFIL
(1 LTR)



WHIPPING CREAM SWEETENED

Option Here

Whipped cream is heavy cream that has been beaten until it is light 
and fluffy.

Packing : 12x1 ltr

Aerosol Cream is whipped cream that is sprayed out of a can. The 
cream that is used is UHT(Ultra High Temperature).

Packing : 6x500 gm

RED FRESH WHIP
(1LTR)

ROSELLE AEROSOL
(500GM)



WHIPPING CREAM SWEETENED

Option Here

Ambiante is sweetened UHT non dairy cream used on Pastries .It 
tastes deliciously sweet while also having the perfect look for those 
all over cake decorations.

Packing : 12X1 ltr

Mactop is a rich sweet flavor and a smooth creamy texture. Mactop
is a delicious alternative to dairy cream, but with less than half the 
fat when whipped.

Packing  :12x1 ltr

AMBIANTE
(1LTR)

MACTOP CREAM
(1LTR)



WHIPPING CREAM 

Option Here

West gold UHT Whipping Cream has a fresh taste and is suitable for 
whipping, cooking as well as pouring.

Packing :12X1 ltr

WESTGOLD CREAM
(1 LTR)



MARIMBULA SYRUPS

Option Here

It can be used for Mojito Syrups. 

Packing: 6x750 ml

It can be used for Mojito Syrups. 

Packing: 6x750 ml

GREEN APPLE
(750ML)

PASSION FRUIT
(750ML)



MARIMBULA SYRUPS

Option Here

It can be used for Mojito Syrups. 

Packing: 6x750 ml

It can be used for Mojito Syrups. 

Packing: 6x750 ml

PEACH
(750ML)

STRAWBERRY
(750ML)



MARIMBULA SYRUPS

Option Here

It can be used for Mojito Syrups. 

Packing: 6x750 ml

It can be used for Mojito Syrups. 

Packing: 6x750 ml

WILD MINT
(750ML)

PAAN
(750ML)



MARIMBULA SYRUPS

Option Here

It can be used for Mojito Syrups. 

Packing: 6X750 ml

It can be used for Mojito Syrups. 

Packing: 6x750 ml

WATERMELON
(750ML)

BLUELAGOON
(750ML)



ICECREAM POWDER/CONES

Option Here

An ice cream cone, is a dry, cone-shaped pastry, usually made of a 
wafer similar in texture to a waffle.

Packing: 1X400 pcs

Ice cream powders are available in three different flavors, vanilla, 
chocolate and strawberry. It can be used for making soft serve ice 
cream as well as thick shakes.

Packing: 25kg

PREMIUM CONE
(400PCS)

COMELLE ICECREAM POWDER
VANILLA,CHOCOLATE,
STRAWBERRY
(25KG)



COMPOUND CHOCOLATES

Option Here

Colatta Compound is a chocolate compound that specially 
formulated to imitate the characteristics of coverture but without 
tempering process on its preparation.

Packing: 4X5 kg

Its easy to melt, shiny finish result, and more intense dark 
chocolate taste, stable after reheated.

Packing: 12x1 kg

CHOCOLATE BLOCK
DARK ,WHITE
(5KG)

CHOCOLATE BLOCK
DARK ,WHITE
(1KG)



COMPOUND CHOCOLATES

Option Here

The colatta stick compound is made specifically in the form of a 
stick / bars can be used as fillers and decorating for various types.

Packing : 8x1.2kg

.

Chocolate chips can be used in cookies, pancakes, waffles, cakes, 
pudding, muffins, crêpes, pies, hot chocolate, and various pastries

Packing :2 x5 kg

CHOCOLATE 
STICKS
(1.2KG)

CHOCOLATE CHIPS
(5KG)



COMPOUND CHOCOLATES

Option Here

Sprinkles or Vermicelli is used as toppings for baking goodies like 
donuts, brownies, cakes, cupcakes, etc. Its available in different 
colors-dark ,white and color.

Packing: 2X5 kg

Belcolade chocolate is the real Belgian chocolate, is produced 
exclusively in Belgium following a long tradition of craftsmanship, 
quality and refinement.

Packing: 2x5 kg

VERMICELLI
DARK,WHITE,COLOR
(5KG)

BELCOLADE DARK
CHOCOLATE COINS
(5KG)



COMPOUND CHOCOLATES

Option Here

Belcolade white chocolate  combined with soft and creamy milk 
makes. The chocolate offers a range of possibilities from light to 
dark colored milk chocolate, from sweet to caramel always made 
with 100% natural vanilla and cocoa butter.

Packing : 2x5 kg

Milk Chocolate is used in many desserts, confections, and pastries

Milk chocolate can be kept for ten months to one year.

Packing: 2x5 kg

BELCOLADE MILK
CHOCOLATE COINS
(5KG)

BELCOLADE WHITE
CHOCOLATE COINS
(5KG)



CHEESE

Option Here

Philadelphia is a brand of cream cheese that is popularly used for 
household baking or cooking because of its high quality. Cream 
cheese is a soft creamy spreadable cheese that is white in color and 
has a mild yet subtly tangy taste to it.

Packing : 4x1.65 kg
It’s a rich, soft, mild tasting spreadable white cheese featuring a 
superior creamy texture and fresh tasting flavor.

Packing  :6 x2kg

Mascarpone cheese is a rich, spreadable cow's milk cheese with an 
especially high percentage of butterfat.

Packing : 8x250 gm

TATURA/PHILADELPHIA 
CREAM CHEESE
(2KG/1.65KG)

MASCARPONE CHEESE
(250GM)



PRE MIXES

Option Here

Sponge cake is often used to produce rolled and filled cake desserts.

Packing : 25kg

Dawn Muffins are authentic American muffins, the best in taste, 
flavors and texture. High quality and versatile, our Muffin mixes have 
a deliciously moist, airy texture, that suspends inclusions well.

Packing : 25kg

SUPERB SPONGE MIX
VANILLA,CHOCOLATE
(25KG)

MUFFIN MIX DAWN
VANILLA ,CHOCOLATE
(25KG)



PRE MIXES

Option Here

Sponge cake is often used to produce rolled and filled cake desserts.

Packing : 25kg

It Can  be used as a component of a mousse and as both thickener 
and stabilizer for various pastry preparations.

Packing : 10kg

PURATOS SPONGE MIX
VANILLA,CHOCOLATE
(25KG)

COLD CUSTARD 
POWDER
(10KG)



PASTRY FILLINGS

Option Here

Nutella is a brand of sweetened hazelnut cocoa spread. Nutella is 
manufactured by the Italian company Ferrero.

Packing : 12X750gm

Caravella Gran Nocciola Chocolate paste with intense taste of 
hazelnut. Creamy hazelnut chocolate with min 12% of real 
hazelnuts, without hydrogenated vegetable fats, for use in 
confectionery, bakery, ice cream production.

Packing  :1x13kg

NUTELLA
(750GM)

GRAN NOCCIOLA
(10KG)



PASTRY FILLINGS

Option Here

Speculoos spread is a mixture of Bischoff cookies. To this mixture oil 
and other emulsifiers are added for the preservation. This creamy, 
luscious, and dense filling is multi-purpose and can be used in a lot 
of desserts. 

Packing  :1X5kg

Highly spreadable cream with an intense pistachio flavor. Mainly 
used for fillings or favoring, cakes and sponge rolls.

Packing  :1x5kg

SPRED SPECULOOS 
(5KG)

PISTACHIO CREAM
(5KG)



SPICES & NUTS

Option Here

Packing :1kg

Packing : 1kg

WALNUT HALVES/
SLICED ALMOND
(1KG)

CASHEW NUT BROKEN/
GOLDEN RAISIN
(1KG)



FRUIT FILLINGS

Option Here

This tart filling is made of fresh fruit, and is a hit among 
confectioners and pastry chefs. This is not only down to their 
superior quality. They can also be added before or after baking

Packing : 6x2.7kg

This tart filling is made of fresh fruit, and is a hit among 
confectioners and pastry chefs. This is not only down to their 
superior quality. They can also be added before or after baking

Packing  :6x2.7kg

STRAWBERRY/APPLE 
FILLING
(2.7KG)

MANGO/BLUEBERRY
FILLING
(2.7KG)



GLAZES

Option Here

A cold cake gel used for decorating and icing pastries such as cakes 
and tarts. Gets ready for use by adding 10 to 20% water and stirring 
until the mixture is homogenized. It does not crack or lose its gloss.

Packing : 1X7KG

A cold cake gel used for decorating and icing pastries such as cakes 
and tarts. Gets ready for use by adding 10 to 20% water and stirring 
until the mixture is homogenized. It does not crack or lose its gloss.

Packing : 1X7KG

DEKOJEL CARAMEL/
DEKOJEL STRAWBERRY
(7KG)

DEKOJEL CHOCOLATE/
DEKOJEL WHITE
(7KG)



GLAZES

Option Here

A cold cake gel used for decorating and icing pastries such as cakes 
and tarts. Gets ready for use by adding 10 to 20% water and stirring 
until the mixture is homogenized. It does not crack or lose its gloss.

Packing : 1X7KG

It used for coating and decorating a wide range of confectionary 
products.

Packing  :1X6KG

DEKOJEL NEUTRAL
(7KG)

PALETTA MIROIR 
NEUTRAL
(6KG)



FLOW PASTE

Option Here

Flow Paste has the impact and intensity needed for virtually all cake 
decorating and bakery coloring applications.

Packing: 8oz

FLOW PASTE
(8 OZ)


